Design Team

Illinois Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education Coalition

A design team for an Illinois STEM-ED coalition began meeting in May 2005. Affiliated with the National Association of State Science and Mathematics Coalitions (NASSMC), the coalition has not yet been launched. The design team will recommend this purpose for the coalition –

To establish a STEM talent pool for a new breed of workers and citizens educated from pre-school to the workforce that brings innovation and global success to the Illinois economy.

At every meeting, this group discussed content, themes, and data for the STEM education status report that became Keeping Illinois Competitive. The producers of this report are grateful for the contributions of the following:

Armando Amador  Illinois Academy of Science
Aziz Azphahani  Carus Chemical Company
Mark Biel  Chemical Industries Council of Illinois
Andrea Brown  Illinois State Board of Education
Blouke Carus  Carus Foundation
Kristin Ciesemier  Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy
Amy Jo Clemens  Lee-Ogle Regional Office of Education
Carol Fialkowski  Field Museum Educator (retired)
Leslie Kniecl  Educator
Marge Lehky  NASA Educator, Glenn Research Center
Josh Levine  Office of Lt. Governor Pat Quinn
Jeff Mays  Illinois Business Roundtable
Marilyn McConachie  Northern Illinois University
Debbie Meisner-Bertauski  Illinois Board of Higher Education
Carolyn Narasimhan  DePaul University
Lee Patton  Northern Illinois University
Gwen Pollock  Illinois State Board of Education
Bob Sheets  Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
Dennis Sienko  World Business Chicago
Mark Williams  Illinois State Board of Education
Barbara Youngren  Learning Points